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http://learnthefunway.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/cropped-logo-temp1.jpg 4



https://www.brandchannel.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/kids-cell-phones.jpg https://dynasis.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/employees-on-cell-phone-4.jpg

Target groups
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Space game history

Top 5 games 

2M players (3k daily)

Space Games
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Game mechanics
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Augmented Reality

http://stuffin.space/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3
233854/Poor-phone-signal-Open-window-Simple
-tricks-boost-mobile-connection-revealed.html
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https://www.reddit.com/r/starcitizen/comments/86h3gy/this_is_not_a_hangar_its_the_salvage_room_of_the/
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Learning Factors
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Space debris is not just a number
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Ariane V upper stage

Iridium 33 debris



Debris removal methods

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIfRPTIgXuw
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIfRPTIgXuw&t=56


Vast amount of types of space debris

http://i.kinja-img.com/gawker-media/image/upload/s--daUo75Or--/c_fit,fl_progressive,q_80,w_636/824936430205282737.jpg
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Now you know how to clean up 
Earth's orbit!

Are you ready to play?



References
[1] https://steamspy.com/app/220200

[2] https://steamdb.info/app/220200/graphs/ 
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Why?

● Mobile game
○ Independently developed game - more 

flexible

● Non-profit or for-profit
○ In case of non-profit, maybe cooperate with 

ESA?
○ In case of for-profit, use the profit to create a 

fund to fund space debris 
start-ups/companies

● Raise awareness
○ Target groups

■ Current generation
■ Next generations

○ Why would they care?
■ Effects everyday life
■ Economy

● Visualise information

How?
1,5 min
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Why?
● Raise awareness

○ What that would/could achieve?
■ Current generation: making people aware of the problem → make them care → more 

pressure on decision making →  (manufacturing) companies, politics
■ Next generations: educating children → decision makers of the future → analogy with 

climate change (young people more supporting the idea of protecting the planet)
○ Why people would care?

■ The problem might be a problem in near enough future
■ Working with the problem later would be much more expensive
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Have multiple arguments as to why space debris is bad
● Emotional: ‘ESA clean space’ ad on youtube; not scientifically correct, but invoked emotion of people (e.g with Kerbals in Kerbal 

Space Program)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX89BpzrAVY 

○ Important to give people ways to solve the issue - not just show them the problem
● Applications (Earth observation, navigation, comms)→ [GPS/TV] satellites lost
● Space tourism: Your children probably want to go on holiday to the moon.
● Financial
● could hinder future missions to the moon or Mars, according to the CEO of Astroscale, Nobu Okada 

(https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/18/wef-tianjin-space-junk-is-a-big-problem-and-its-going-to-get-worse.html)
● Having too many debris → rockets will have hard time getting out → we are trapped on Earth
● Paper about Space debris economy: https://law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/19-2-2-salter-final_0.pdf

○ “Global satellite revenue in 2014 totaled $195.2 billion.6 That stream of economic activity is most threatened by 
significantly increased concentrations of space debris in orbit. Other activities within the “space economy” ($320 billion in 
revenue in 2013) that are potentially threatened include human spaceflight and non-orbital spacecraft.7 Private-sector 
space activities planned for the more distant future, including space tourism and asteroid mining, will also be affected if 
access to orbit is complicated by space debris.”

○ “Of the approximately 6,300 tons of space debris currently in orbit, approximately 2,700 tons are in LEO.[...]This fact is 
troubling because almost half of all existing satellites, many of which are used for communication and earth observation, 
are in LEO.”

● In 10 years the removal of space debris will be more expensive and the problem will get worse over the years → do it now 
before it is too expensive (tax payers money)

● NEED - education, knowledge, influence politicians etc. of the future, get money, raise awareness, reach people
● Competition - none because all ideas of educating the population about this topic work on the same goal with different 

approaches 
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What?
● Benefits - influence future without spending lots of time and resources (get into meetings with important people etc. )
● Generates discussion: look at movie review of Gravity online - gets people angry that we are polluting something so pristine - 

feelings are involved rather than numbers (cuteness factor)
○ Anecdote: German army wanted to use an area for test facility, but the green party opposed and did not obtain any 

following, until they showed an ad of a cute animal → public opinion changed → political opinion changed
●
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How?
● Computer game

○ Kerbal Space Program add-on (has the community already)
○ Independently developed game (more flexible?)

● Mobile game
○ Independently developed game

● Non-profit or for-profit
○ In case of non-profit, maybe cooperate with ESA?
○ In case of for-profit, use the profit to create a fund to fund space debris start-ups/companies
○
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● Through games to raise awareness
● Economic viability: is the game non-profit or for-profit?

● Idea 1: Make mods/hack for Kerbal Space Program (KSP)
○ In-game missions to capture space debris - design your own s/c
○ Manoeuvering against space debris (one of the missions, like a mini-game)

● Idea 2: In-game build your own removal tools (like LEGO stacking) and “test fly” a mission
○ Laboratory → mission planning → fly
○ Choose orbit (low/middle/high)
○ Choose object size to remove
○ Remove one or many objects

● Idea 3: RPG-FPS game
○ A satellite (player) is moving forward with debris are seen around. When debris get too close (danger zone), an alarm 

goes off and the screen shows: what to do?
i. Deploy Weapon (net, laser, …)
ii. Move away (v=...)
iii. Do nothing and intercept the target
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